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Meet Semtu Group

Semtu -  80 years of 
professional trading 
for concrete industry

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY SEMTU!

N E W S



Semtu Oy’s office is located in Talma, Sipoo 
and it mainly serves customers within 
Finland’s borders. Semtu’s warehouse 
facilities have located in Talma almost since 
the company was founded. Before Semtu, the 
area facilitated Fredsbacka/Rauhamäki brick 
factory. 

In the past, the Kerava-Porvoo railway branch 
terminal line used for freight transport, 
passed through the Semtu property. Between 
the 1950s and 1980s, Talma premises hosted 
own steel product workshop, which mainly 
produced concrete reinforcements. 

Today, Talma runs own production in certain 
products of the Sem®Flow product family, 
but mainly the property is a storage for 
finished products. Talma’s concrete 
laboratory plays a key role in Semtu’s 
chemical product development and quality 

control. Semtu Oy’s head office has located 
in Talma since 1998, before which the office 
was based in Helsinki in several locations. 

Nowadays Semtu Oy employs 20 people, 
completed by four employees of Semtu’s 
long-term business partner Kuljetus Antti 
Rasinkangas Oy.  

SEMTU IN BRIEF
Semtu Group consists of Semtu Oy (Finland), 
Semtu AS (Estonia) and Semtu SIA (Latvia).

SEMTU GROUP CELEBRATES ITS 80th ANNIVERSARY!
Founded in 1942, on the initiative of Finnish concrete industry organizations, the procurement company Semtu has, 

throughout its history, been in the center of concrete construction, both as a supplier and as a specialist. Over the years, 
Semtu has launched many product groups into the Finnish market, often as a result of the product development work 
with our customers. For us, the customer is the heart of our operations and good customer service the basis of our 
foundation. It’s time to celebrate Semtu’s anniversary, let’s have a cup of coffee to celebrate this occasion when we 
meet!     

Lassi Määttä, Managing Director of Semtu Oy

OUR LOGO 
THROUGH
TIMES...

NAME   1942-1951  Sementtivalimokeskus Oy   1951-1967  Sementtivalimoiden Tukku Oy    1967  Semtu Oy

THEN AND NOW
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SEMTU AS - ESTONIA
Semtu AS was registered in Estonia in June 
1992 when Semtu Oy and Metallist RE 
founded the metal work factory Semet in 
Tallinn, Peterburi street. In the beginning, the 
company was managed by Finnish Erkki 
Kaijanen, who was sent by Semtu Oy for a 
period of 8 months to conduct a concrete 
additive market research. However, he ended 
up staying in Estonia for decades.

The factory moved locations several times. In 
year 2000 the metal business was separated 
and a new company Semko Eesti OÜ was 
formed. Semet was then renamed Semtu AS 
and the main business focus was trading for 
the concrete industry, the same as the parent 
company in Finland. 

Since 2007, Semtu AS office and 500m² 
warehouse have been located in Loo near 
Tallinn. Former Semtu sales engineer Ago 
Õispuu created the idea to establish a 
concrete additive factory for Semtu AS. In 

2011, Semtu AS started own production of CE-
marked Sem®-additives. Nowadays Semtu AS 
employs 3 persons.  

Heli Põldre started as sales secretary in 1997. 
Today she handles the company’s 
bookkeeping, logistics and administrative 
matters. 

Erik Heinmaa came to Semtu AS in 2006 as  
temporary summer employee. At the moment 
he manages the warehouse, Sem®Flow 
additives production and key customer sales.

Indrek Rohtma joined the company in 2016 
as sales engineer. He has background in 
metal work engineering. He is an active 
promoter of Semtu products and has 
arranged several seminars for architects and 
engineers. Indrek likes sports and has 
“infected” his collegues and clients in a 
positive way. 

SEMTU SIA - LATVIA
Semtu SIA is a small, but powerful company 
with concrete running through its veins. 

We are a construction and concrete 
production raw material wholesaler. Our 
customers are ready-mix-concrete and 
prefabricated concrete factories and other 
companies related to production and use of 
concrete. Our product range is very extensive. 

Semtu SIA is located near the capital of 
Latvia, Riga, in a little but very beautiful place 
Piņķi. This is also the base for Semtu SIA 
product warehouse, from which deliveries to 
any place in Latvia and Lithuania are quickly 
organized. 

Semtu SIA has been on the Latvian market 
for already 24 years, and during this period 
we have grown into a major player in this 
sector and appreciated by our customers 
and business partners. We are also a member 

of the Latvian Concrete Association. Semtu 
SIA consists of three people. 

Oskars Vīgants started in 2019 and he runs 
our warehouse. With Oskars our stock is in 
good and professional hands. 

Arnolds Japiņš is our power engine, he puts a 
lot of energy in everything he does; whether 
it is taking care of orders and purchases or 
helping Oskars in the warehouse. 

Sandis Beitiks started in 2008 as sales 
assistant and nowadays he manages 
administrative and financial issues. 

But we all three support each other every 
time someone needs help, which builds our 
power core.

M E E T  S E M T U  C O M PA N I E S

Tervitused Eestist!

Sveicieni no Latvijas!



CUSTOMER SERVICE    
                                                              

INFRA PRODUCTS                                                                             

SEMTU OY                    CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS   
FINLAND
                                                                           

      JARI              JUHA         ANTTI             TERO

FLOORING AND INJECTION PRODUCTS                                       LAB EQUIPMENT                                               

CONCRETE CHEMICALS AND CEMENTS                                                        MACHINERY
                                                                                                                TARJA          HANNU          NIKO

      TIMO

    MERVI

      JORMA         KIRSTI           SATU            RONI            AINO

TRANSPORTATION                                                         ADMINISTRATION                                                   
      LASSI          TERO       SATU

     KIRSTI

SEMTU AS                                                             SEMTU SIA 
ESTONIA                                                               LATVIA     HELI            INDREK         ERIK

   PAULUS          TERO          TOMI

      HANNU        LASSI

   SANDIS        OSKARS     ARNOLDS

WE ARE SEMTU Download our contact information!

VISIT US AT OUR WEBSITES

SEMTU OY SEMTU AS SEMTU SIA


